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This suftaja-system. was a source of legal problems for the
Jewish authorities ; as, for instance, the question whether,
according to Talmudic civil law, a legal claim was tenable
should such a letter of credit be lost. The Gaoii's answer was
that the principles of Talmudic civil law did not admit the
legality of a claim in case of loss. But as the Beth Din saw
that such letters of credit continued to be used, it finally
took up such claims in order not to hinder the commercial
relations among merchants.1
This 5uffaja-system not only furthered private commerce
and communication2 but also helped to simplify and
rationalize the financial adrniiiistration of the government,
For now these letters of credit were also used as a means of
sending the taxes from the provinces of the 'Abbasid empire
to the public exchequer in Baghdad.3 Our sources tell us that
in 916 the public exchequer in Baghdad contained amwal
safatij that had come from Fars, Isfahan, and the Eastern
provinces.4 'All b. *lsa, who was then the financial inspector
of Egypt and Syria, had 147,000 dinars of taxes sent by his
chamberlain from Egypt to Baghdad by means of suftaja.B
The revenue farmers of AJiwaz,4 of Isfahan,4 and Fars also
made use of this sitftaja-system, and chose this way of sending
their money to the public exchequer. It seems that there
were special messengers (7^—3), whose task it was to carry
the letters with the suftaja to Baghdad.6
1	Harkavy, ibid.. Xo. 423, apud J. Mann in JQR,* x, p. 324.   For the
illegality of the suftaja according to Islamic theory, cf. Xh.. W. Juynboll,
Handbuch d. islamiscJien Gesetses, 191O, p. 274.   It was regarded as a kind
of loan which resulted in an illicit benefit to the parties.
2	A typical piece of evidence for the flourishing state of commerce and
the commonness of letters of credit, etc., is £eZ., iii, pp. 138—9, towards the
end of the tenth century.  " What a marveEous sight to see a bill of change
( iai_) on a commercial enterprise drawn in the enemy's country!   If this
is a source of pride, then the merchants are more powerful than the Viziers
in East and West, for the former draw bills on high amounts . . . that are
accepted with more readiness than tribute and land-tax.*7
a Jlisk., 43.	* Mtsi-., 187,
s  Wuz.* 296 ;  Jlfwit., 146 ; v. also Ibn Stfid, ed. Tallquist, p. 32.
« Mislc., 150*

